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Broken DollˌSo Youve Wanted to Fix Me All Along          By Anniel HAO

One reason for the massive amount of resonance the audience has with the boy in the musical is 

WANGs candor. She remembers, While first writing this play, I wanted the boy to be bullied. Those I 

was working with didnt like it so much and wanted me to change it. But after thinking about it, I insisted 

on keeping it. It is indeed an uncomfortable part, but its a real part of that boys life. Insisting on keeping 

it was one thing, but after so many performances, she became unsure as to whether keeping it had been 

the right thing to do and whether it was creating a psychological burden for the audience. After much 

hesitation and struggle to make a decision about this honest part of the play, she again decided to leave 

it in.

Even though he has Moebius syndrome, he is still a child, so he fails to see he is different until other 

people tell him so. Though the melody is warm, like a lullaby, the lyrics express the mothers shame, 

which becomes buried in her sons heart. When he sees how hard his father has worked to remedy his 

problem, he finally realizes that he is indeed broken in the eyes of others.At the end of the song, the 

music is powerful as the son keeps saying, Im not broken. WANGs heart always breaks when she 

hears it.

俒锞鋅
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The four fun comes from Northern Song poet WANG Zhu`s poem Four Fun. Life and dramas resemble 

each other, and FourFun Theater seeks to move people with events in daily life using the power of 

drama and music.

Since its founding in 2014, FourFun Theatre has focused on musical performances and called 

themselves an art platform. They seek to explore diverse possibilities for artists in Taiwan through 

inviting performing artists from other fields to collaborate. Their long-term collaboration partners 

include artists specializing in multi-media, musical, puppet show, pop/classical music, and pop/classical 

dance; their cross-collaboration works have been well-received. Their musicals include A-Dong’s Story 

Box, The All-Purpose Bento Case, The Poker Face Boy, Adam's Bizarre Adventure of Lost Voices, and Before 

Landing.
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If everyone could choose the family they were born into, what kind of family would you want? What if it 

werent how youd imagined it to be? What would you do? A boy wants nothing more than an ordinary, 

happy life with his family, but he was born with a neurological disorder called Moebius Syndrome , 
which makes him show nothing on his face. Due to this incurable disease, the whole family's life revolves 

around him. His mothers self-blame, his sisters grievance and his fathers desperation eventually 

overwhelm the boy. I suppose your life would be easier without me, right? Just when the boy decides 

to leave in despair, a mysterious young man shows up in front of him...
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In the modern medicine, we often describe successful cures as defeating disease or beating cancer. 
It seems that in our hearts, we still use military metaphors such as fighting a battle to speak about 

illness. Under this concept, when we use words as encouragement, we inevitably and unintentionally 

end up piling more pressure on disease sufferers and their families: if giving up is surrendering, does 

that mean I have to make more of an effort to get better or return to normal? If I dont get better in 

this lifetime, does that mean that Im a loser for life? If a household has a child with physical deficiencies, 

how difficult will it be to get past the guilt of losing at the starting line? Broken Doll the Musical doesnt 
provide any specific answers. Instead, it only wants to ask an exceptional character this question: what 

is considered perfection when we come into this world?
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Hsiao-Tien : When you were small, you had a doll. The dolls mouth could smile and its eyes could blink.

You were always hugging it and speaking to it.

Hsiao-Ting : I remember! It could say I love you,not like you.

Hsiao-Tien : One day, you carried the doll as you came home crying. You said your friends made fun of 

me,telling you I wasnt like that doll.I thought, that doll must have broken! Dont cry, Ill fix it. I took glue 

and glued its eyes. I took color pencils and drew its mouth. Dont cry, dont cry, I fixed it up good. Dont 
cry, dont cry, I fixed it up good.

Hsiao-Ting : I remember I was very upset that day, I threw the doll onto the floor. You even came over 

and took my hand, wiped away my tears. You said, Look! The doll has been fixed!
Hsiao-Tien: And then dad came in and saw that doll. He said, That doll looks just like Hsiao-Tien.
Hsiao-Ting: Then I shrieked at dad, I dont want a doll that looks like WANG Hsiao-Tien, because he˘
<Broken Doll>

Hsiao-Ting:

I once said that if I had a younger brother,

I definitely would protect him, I would take care of him, I would protect him˘
Its me that forgot

that I once spoke those words.
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Artistic Director | WANG Yueh-chen

Director | LIN Chun-yi

Executive Director | HUANG Yi-hao

Music, Lyrics, Book | WANG Yueh-chen

Arranger | KANG Ho-shiang

Choreography | LIN Benson

Performer | LU Cheng-yu �WANG I- hsuan � LIN Benson �
                       KUNG  Neng-an � CHOU Wan-yi � HU Ya-chieh �
                       LU Huan-yu
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Photographers | MO Jen-chieh
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Special Thanks:
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JIC Media Group

Semiscon Vocal Band

Everyone who has accompanied us all the time.
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Broken Doll the Musical is inspired by WANG Shih-ting, WANG Tien-yu 遺娀斊眏湡箁♳㉏⽷
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 䧮⦛僽♧㹻➃䨾⟃銴♧饱撑곃➮
 䖰齡㣔⟃䖕♧ⴗ鿪♶♧垺
 ⡹⦛涸滚酭〫ⶦ♴➮
凶㮵䧮尝剤㙵䚐  齡❉甦甦猙铃
 尝剤㙵䚐  齡❉䭸䭸럊럊
 尝剤㙵䚐  齡❉鎊铃㏜疮莅♶㾗
⡹腋♶腋䥢✲♧럊
凶㮵㢵䋞劆剤♧㣔
 䧮⦛〳⟃♶ⱄ錏䖤㼩⡹贿妁
 時♶欽䘑衽风ꐏխ剤儘ꤙ䧮翝翝㣔
 㢵䋞劆剤♧㣔խ⡹♶ⱄ㹳䙲荈䊹♳㷸
 䧮鿪濼麥⡹✥⚓匌銯〫僽㖈䬰䒂儘
 ⡹♶侒㼩
 䧮♶僽㙵䚐խ⡹涸ⴀ植
 ⡹♶銴㙵䚐խ♶侒䪭钢婫緄
 尝剤㙵䚐խ䧮⦛僽㹻➃鸏宕黇♶剚隶
 ⡎⡹腋♶腋䥢✲♧럊
 ⡹⦛铞➮♶♧垺
 ⽿䘎✫䧮⛳㖈鸏⦐㹻
 䧮䟝雊⡹⦛⛳溏鋅䧮
 〳僽時植㖈䊺竤溏♶鋅



　  

蜓嫲倛氿⦬纈
ꄴ欰蜓嫲倛氿⦬纈
 僽♧珏⯓㣔涸牟竤氭氻
 ➮欰♴⢵㽠尝剤茁鿈痧Ⱉ痧♬㼩牟竤
 茁鿈聞聘㣟⡲欽
 ♶腋ふ㒣♶腋ㄎ
 ♧菛崞♶麕⼧Ⱄ娔
 尝剤谔〳⟃ꄴ
 蜓嫲倛氿⦬纈
 僽♧珏㣼䚓涸氻
 铃鎊剚剤ꥻ燘
 茁鿈尝剤邍䞕
 蜓嫲倛氿⦬纈
 僽♧珏㣼䚓涸氻
 ➮尝鳵岁ㆰ尝鳵岁疮尝鳵岁欰孵
 ⡹剤尝剤㖈聃➮尝剤谔〳⟃ꄴ
 ⡹銴♶銴䪾➮殆㖈鸏酭
 ⡹銴♶銴㽠䪾➮䘎鎹
 ⸈䭭㣐剤䗏疮䩛遯
 ⡹頾二♶饱

⦝侸
凶㣔㏠䊼♶腋疮䧮鼩剤䩛
խխխ滚漌♶腋溻䧮鼩剤䩛
խխխ溏♶䥢䧮涸茁䧮鼩剤䩛
            鿪僽䧮   鿪僽䧮
խխխ鿪僽䧮խ鿪僽䧮
խխխ鿪僽䧮խ鿪僽䧮
խխխ㥶卓鸏僽岤㹁խ䧮⦛㽠⢵梖麉䨡
鼩剤⼧
凶㣔⼧䎃♶㣁⛉㌨խ䧮蔅✫⼧䎃㷸剚铞鑨
⛰
凶㣔㽠僽⡹⦛խ⡹⦛㥪〳䙲
Ⱄ
凶㣔䪾麕鿪溏幢嘽խ⡹⦛嫲䧮鼩⧺
♬
凶㣔Ⱖ㻜䧮⦛鿪♧垺խ㖈酤垸⡲垺
❀
凶㣔搂翝涸㉏鑨խ⡹僽溫涸ꡠ䗱䧮㌨
㔋♲✳
凶㣔䧮♶腋ㆰխ♶腋ㆰ
խխխ䧮銴荈歋✫խ
♧
凶㣔♧ⴗ鿪剚尝✲涸խ剚尝✲涸
乏⯘茁歑㷛խ䧮⦛〭➮乏⯘茁歑㷛
㱙時凶㮵➮尝剤㉏겗խ➮♶剚⫊㹳⡹
乏⯘茁歑㷛խ䧮⦛〭➮乏⯘茁歑㷛
ꄴ欰罉䌌⡹䖕䜼✫㌨
凶㣔⡹⦛鋷ⴗ㖒疮衽խ䗱酭⽿㏜疮ⴽ➃
խխխ⡹⦛㨽㾅㖒ㆰ✫խ鸏垺㽠剚剤➃氨
խխխ䧮〫僽搂邍䞕խ䧮⛳剤㋐䙭ㅶ坿
խխխ䧮鼩剤尝剤Ⱖ➮鼇乵խ⡹⦛㽠䘰銴鍑膨✫
㱙㱙䧮♶㣁䓽㡭խ剚雊⡹「⫊
時時⡹⦛鿪僽䧮涸㣔⢪
խխխ⡹⦛鿪僽䧮涸㣔⢪
㱙㱙時時♧澖խ䧮涸➃欰鿈佖隶խ
ⵌ䏁䧮剚剤䙦垺涸僈㣔
糵



　  

㖒簄卌㩬ꄴ欰䛾㋐䛾㋐ 

㱙㱙♶銴䛾㋐䧮걧鼩僽䖎汥
凶㣔ㆁ㓫䧮㖈鸏酭
時時ꄴ欰闒闒⡹
㱙㱙䧮鼩尝剤对㹁
凶㣔ㆁ㓫ㆁ㓫䧮㖈鸏酭
時時ꄴ欰凶㮵㖒簄卌㩬凶㣔
➮⦛鿪铞㣔⢪僽䠦涸穡兪
㱙㱙䧮⦛对㹁㨥䠦⡹  

時時䧮⦛对㹁㨥䠦⡹
凶㮵䧮⦛对㹁㨥䠦⡹խ
䠦⡹

㡏䱈涸峕㪳㪳
㱙㱙㏮⡹ⴽ✥䟝    ㏮⡹ⴽ✥䟝
㱙㱙㏮⡹溏鋅✫㌨խ㷛㶩剤㢵㹳䙲
㱙㱙鸏僽䧮⦛涸㹻խ⡹䰎䖤ꨆ㌨
凶㣔㼭儘⦬⡹剤⦐峕㪳㪳խ
խխխ㏠䊼剚疮խ滚漌剚溻խ
խխխ㧨籏僽䫵衽➮խ騈➮铞鑨
凶㮵䧮鎹䖤➮剚铞 I LOVE YOU 騈⡹♶♧垺
凶㣔時時剤㣔⡹䫵衽㪳㪳 ㆰ衽㔐㹻
            铞剦疮⡹   铞䧮➮騈㪳㪳♶♧垺
凶㣔時時♶銴ㆰխ䧮剚⥜㥪➮
խխխխխխ♶銴ㆰխ䧮剚⥜㥪➮
凶㮵凶㣔⡹䭭芣宐䧮䭭芣宐
                        䪾➮涸滚漌랭♳
խխխ            䭭䕙蒀瘘䭭䕙蒀瘘
                        殥➮涸㏠䊼
凶㣔時時 ♶銴ㆰխ♶銴ㆰխ䧮䪾➮⥜㥪㉻
խխխխխխ ♶銴ㆰխ♶銴ㆰխ䧮䪾➮⥜㥪㉻
㱙㱙 峕㪳㪳խ㡏䱈涸峕㪳㪳
 峕㪳㪳    㡏䱈涸峕㪳㪳
凶㣔䧮尝剤㡏䱈խ䧮尝剤㡏䱈
㱙㱙⡹溏鋅✫㌨խ⡹溏鋅✫㌨
凶㮵㥶卓䧮剤♧⦐䓍䓍խ
凶㮵㱙㱙時時䧮♧㹁剚⥃隌➮խ
     խխխխ   խ 䧮剚撑곃➮խ䧮剚⥃隌➮
㱙㱙時時꧉㮵僽⡹䧮䘎鎹✫
  ⡹䧮铞麕涸齡❉鑨
㱙㱙㏮խ⡹溏鋅✫㌨խ㷛㶩剤㢵㹳䙲
㱙㱙鸏僽䧮⦛涸㹻խ⡹䰎䖤ꨆ㌨



　  

銴蔅㢵⛉儘
㖒簄佞䩛ゅխ僽儘⦬佞䩛✫㉇
 㥠剓䖕㉏涸齡〣鑨խ⡹䰎♶䖤⿶腋䙦垺
 㡏䱈涸峕㪳㪳խ⡹植㖈銴䙦랃⥜㥪㸐
時時♶僽嫦⦐➃鿪〳⟃խ ⫹⡹鸏랃搂暽搂䱦 

 銴蔅㢵⛉儘խ䩞腋♶ⱄ䟝䙂
 銴蔅㢵⛉儘խ䩞腋♶剚崩帒
 銴蔅㢵⛉儘խ䩞腋㨥䘎鎹
㖒簄銴蔅㢵⛉儘խ䩞腋㨥䘎鎹 

 湬ⵌ䖎⛉⟃䖕խ䧮䩞㷸剚铞ⱄ鋅
㖒簄➮僽䧮剓幀涸暽䱦
 䧮宕黇宕黇鿪溏♶ⵌ➮㣐
 ➮խ僽➮㖈欰傈齡㣔騈䧮ア卺
 捀✫♧〵艁驎鮦խ齡僽끇㋐⡎➮♶濼麥
 搭䖕➮鱲魨㽠駵խ铞䧮꿋➮
 ➮鼩㣖㼭խ鮦涸➃溏♶ⵌ
 剤➃㖈㼺〭խ➮䢃䓹㖒溏衽䧮
 ♶銴խ♶銴խ♶銴խ䧮㖈鸏酭
㖒簄➮倬✫♧ꦷ䩛
 錏䖤荈䊹㹳娦䧮
 䧮㖈鸏酭溏衽➮
 ➮♶く♶㋓⛳♶铞鑨
㖒簄痧♧妄䧮㔐溏➮
 ➮疮✫խ➮㱙錏䖤➮泇✫
 痧✳妄➮ㆰ✫
 衽滚漌䩛鼩僽䬘衽
 䧮䗱㥶ⴉ
 ♶濼麥腋⨞➊랃
 鼩䟝銴㢵♧럊儘⡎♶〳腋
 ♶盘銴㢵⛉儘խ䧮㷸♶剚♶䟝䙂
 ♶盘銴㢵⛉儘խ䧮㷸♶剚♶崩帒
 ♶盘銴㢵⛉儘խ䧮㷸♶剚䘎鎹 

 ⡎僽䧮⦛銴㷸剚խ铞ⱄ鋅

⡹鼩剤䩛
꧉㮵⡹涸㏠䊼♶腋疮⡹鼩剤䩛
խխխ⡹涸滚漌♶腋溻⡹鼩剤䩛
խխխ⡹涸溍嬁♶腋渌⡹鼩剤䩛
խխխ䧮⦛溏♶䥢⡹涸茁⡹鼩剤䩛
꧉㮵⡹ꨈ麕涸儘⦬խ剚鸏垺⨞
խխխ⡹錏䖤㣼䚓խ剚鸏垺⨞
խխխ⡹㥶卓欰孵խ剚䳣筝䭗걧 (䳣䭗걧 )

խխխ䗱㽠䬝䬝䩛
凶㣔䧮〫僽䟝騈⡹⦛♧垺
꧉㮵⡹♶䟝㻨⸆铭խ⡹剚鸏垺⨞ (䩧䩛 )

խխխ⡹聸㶩귶խ⡹剚鸏垺⨞ (䷬聸㶩 )

խխխ溏ⵌ㼭权䖎〳䠦խ驫ⵌ瀖걧艁䖎汥 (䷬芜覈 )

խխխ溏ⵌ罉䌌խ䧴㥪剦 (䬸䩛 )խ
խխխ溏⡹涸䩛խ㽠濼麥խ
խխխ⡹ㄤ䧮⦛⚛尝剤♶ず
꧉㮵凶㣔⡹涸㏠䊼♶腋疮
                        ⡹䧮鼩剤䩛 (嫲雙 )

խխխխխխ⡹涸滚漌♶腋溻խ⡹䧮鼩剤䩛
(亮滚帒 )

凶㣔䧮涸溍嬁♶腋渌խ䧮鼩剤䩛 (䓹䩛 )

꧉㮵䧮⦛溏♶䥢⡹涸茁խ
時時凶㣔⡹䧮鼩剤䩛



　  

䧮䙦랃剚խ
㱙㱙䙦랃剚խ䧮界搭鿪尝剤䠮錏
խխխ䙦랃剚խ䧮溫涸㥪稡
㱙㱙➮♶腋疮խ䧮㽠䪾➮涸疮佞㖈䧮涸茁♳
時時儘麕䖤㣖⛉խ㥠䘎✫荈䊹涸垸垺
㱙㱙䖰齡♧㣔㨥խ䧮♶腋ㆰ✫
խխխ䖰齡♧㣔㨥խ䧮♶腋鮿䓳✫
խխխ捀✫⡹խ捀✫㧨խ捀✫鸏⦐㹻
խխխ䧮銴♧湬疮衽խ馊ꨈ麕馊銴㛚䓽
խխխ䖰齡♧㣔㨥խ䧮♶ⱄㆰ✫
խխխ䖰齡♧㣔㨥խ䧮♶ⱄ鮿䓳✫
խխխ㣖㢵⫊➃涸鑨խ齡❉⫊㹳⡹⦛涸鑨
խխխ♶銴䙲խ雊䧮⢵䩳
㱙㱙僽⡹㣖㖈䠑խⴽ➃䙦랃溏⡹
խխխ尝剤➃䟝佞唳խ僽⡹佞唳✫荈䊹
㱙㱙時時䪾齡❉⫊➃涸鑨խ佞㖈䗱♳
խխխխխխ䪾⫊➃涸滚⯕䌟㔐㹻խ
խխխխխխ僽䧮⦛♶㣁㛚䓽雊㷛㶩「⫊
㱙㱙䙦랃剚խ䧮界搭尝剤䠮錏
խխխ䙦랃剚խ䧮溫涸㥪稡

尝剤茁涸㪳㪳
⡠谑⯓欰 䧮⦛馊㣐խ馊㷸剚䙦랃⧺酤
 ⵌ䖕⢵խ⛳䘎✫荈䊹涸垸垺
 欰孵⛳疮
 ꨈ麕⛳疮
 茁㽠♶鋅㉻
⡠谑⯓欰➮僽䧮涸㷛㶩խ䖰剤䗱騥㨥
 䧮溏衽♧㣔♧㣔隶㣐涸聸㶩խ䧮涮钮
 䧮剚欽䧮涸♧ⴗխ䳖⡹䎂㸞㣐
 佞唳䖎矦㋲խ⡎䠦♶䥰鑪僽鸏垺
꧉㮵⡹⦛鿪僽䧮涸㣔⢪խ僽䧮涸㣔⢪
㱙㱙䧮㥪㹳䙲
凶㮵凶㣔♶銴㹳䙲
凶㮵凶㣔꧉㮵䧮剚⥃隌⡹
⡠谑⯓欰⡹溏  㣔孵鸏랃㥪
 ⡹溏  埠♳鼩剤㼭둷
 虋〟酭剤⯨㶩խ寒㝦酭剤㣔딭
 䧮㣖㼠岤溏➮㣼䚓涸茁
 溏♶鋅➮涸䩛莊넞넞խ
 尝剤滚漌խ尝剤㏠䊼խ尝剤茁涸㪳㪳



　  

⡹溏
꧉㮵㖒簄㣔⢪⡹溏
凶㣔凶㮵䧮♧㹁剚⥃隌➮
㱙㱙㏮⡹溏鋅✫㌨
꧉㮵㖒簄㣔⢪⡹溏
凶㣔♶銴ㆰ♶銴ㆰ䧮䪾➮⥜㥪㉻
㣔⢪㱙㱙鸏⚆歲㣖醳꧹⯏怏⫊➃涸鑨
♶銴䙲
 ➮⦛铞㽠雊➮⦛铞
 ⡹鼩剤䧮
凶㮵䧮尝剤㙵䚐
凶㣔䧮尝剤㙵䚐
㱙㱙䧮尝剤㙵䚐
凶㣔䧮尝剤㙵䚐
凶㣔㱙㱙凶㮵꧉㮵
鸏鰳㶩涸麂鋅㽠皿䧮⦛♶濼麥
銴蔅㢵⛉儘
㱙㱙銴蔅㢵⛉儘䩞腋㷸剚⾲锯
㖒簄㷸剚⾲锯
凶㣔凶㮵䧮剚⥃隌⡹㉇
㖒簄㱙㱙⾲锯鸏⚆歲㣖醳꧹
㣔⢪㱙㱙⾲锯齡❉⫊➃涸鑨
㖒簄꧉㮵䧮剚⥃隌⡹㉇
凶㣔凶㮵鼩銴♧럊儘䩞腋㷸剚㣐
㖒簄꧉㮵䧮䊺竤彋⪔㥪✫
䧮⦛鿪♧垺
 䨥衽Ⱘ㖈欰崞酭酤垸⡲垺
 Ⰽ⦐滚漌♧⦐뢙㶩ㄤ♧⦐㏠䊼
 ⡹鼩剤䩛
 ⡹鼩剤䧮
꧉㮵㖒簄㣔⢪時時⦝侸⼧⛰ 

凶㣔凶㮵㱙㱙〫銴崞衽㽠剤䋞劆
꧉㮵㖒簄㣔⢪時時Ⱄ♬ 

凶㣔凶㮵㱙㱙〫銴崞衽㽠剤繡㥪涸劢⢵
꧉㮵㖒簄㣔⢪時時Ⱉ 

凶㣔凶㮵㱙㱙〫銴崞衽㽠剤䋞劆
時時꧉㮵䧮♳鰳㶩涸鼍䥛
凶㣔凶㮵㱙㱙〫銴崞衽
時時꧉㮵䊺㖈鸏鰳㶩
㕩怏
 䧮⦛♴鰳㶩ⱄ鋅


